
Eggtimer for Capers or PalmOS
The only feature-packed and amazingly fun standalone MIDI
arpeggiator.

Download Eggtimer Demo (ZIP)
Download Eggtimer Demo without MIDI In for users of Rubicon MIDI Interface Hardware (ZIP)
The free demo versions do not contain the Tweak Box, the time-pattern, or some of the math
functions. Eggtimer is available as a full version or as part of Capers with all the functionality
included.

Eggtimer is a MIDI-syncable pattern arpeggiator. Arpeggiators,
devices that cycle through a set of notes, have been included as
"feature crawl" on various synth workstations for some time. But
those of us with software synthesizers or handheld sound producers
have been stuck without a dedicated version. There are very few
dedicated hardware arpeggiators, most notably the Akai ME20,
which inspired much of this design.

Eggtimer's best feature is its MIDI Sync: given a MIDI clock source, it
plays the notes in time. So if you have a sequence playing in Rebirth
or Audiomulch, you can play arpeggios in time over it using
Eggtimer. It also generates its own sync, so that programs or
hardware can 'slave' to Eggtimer. Even multiple instances of
Eggtimer on different Palm devices can be linked! Of course, you
don't need to sync, there is a BPM input method for those doing it
manually.

The other defining feature of Eggtimer is its time-pattern. At the
bottom of the main Eggtimer screen, you can choose to trigger a
note advance, tie the previous note, or loop back up to the start of
the sequence. In this manner, you can create rhythmic synth lines
combined with the arpeggio's melody.

In keeping with the dsperado theme, Eggtimer also has various math
based functions: probability of hitting a note, random note crawl, or
distributed note dispersion.

There are two states to the Eggtimer process: real-time, or
edit/apply. In real-time mode, any changes to parameters, the
sequence boxes, or the note triggers happen as you touch them. In
edit/apply mode, changes to the screen are only effected when the
Apply button is pressed, so that you can make changes without the
sound changing and let them fly at the break.

To add to the fun, Eggtimer also has the handy Tweak Box, in which
you can control two MIDI controllers at once (or just one) while an
arpeggio is playing.

Eggtimer also listens to MIDI note in, so that you can use other
external MIDI keyboards to control the on-screen happenings.
External MIDI controllers can change the note bank or the
parameters via MIDI CCs.

Eggtimer is ©2000 Noah Vawter and Brian Whitman. For more
information and help with the software, contact
eggtimer@dsperado.com.
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